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Guide synonyms meaning

1 (noun) in the sense of the handbookDefinitiona book that explains the basics of a topic or skillOur 10-page guide will help you change your life for the better. Synonyms manual It would be advisable to buy a manual on the subject. manual guidebook They published a number of guidebooks to American
politics.instructions See examples for synonyms 2 (noun) in the sense of catalogThe restaurants are all highly rated in the guide. Synonyms 3 (noun) in the sense of escortDefinitiona person who leads travelers to a place, usually in a dangerous areaWith guides, the journey can be done in a fortnight.
Synonyms escort My sister needed an escort for a corporate dinner. head of the Conservative Party's control manager He worked as a parking attendant. usher He did part-time work as a usher in a theatre.chaperon torchbearer dragoman See examples for synonyms 4 (noun) in the sense of counselorHe
was spiritual guide to a group of young monks. Synonyms adviser a career counselor teacher I am a teacher with 21 years of experience. guru He set himself up as a faith healer and spiritual guru. mentor She has fired her coach and mentor and now relies on her father. monitor Government screens will
continue to follow reporters.adviser See examples for synonyms 5 (noun) in the sense of pointerDefinitionsomething that can be used to measure something or to help plan one's actionsOur only guide was the stars overhead. Synonyms point to Sunday's election should be a pointer to the public mood.
Signs of his face and movements rarely betrayed any signs of nerves. signal The event was seen as a signal of support. key The key to success is to be ready from the start. Clue Scientists have discovered a clue that can unlock the puzzle. an important trace to the killer's identity marker lighthouse Full
moon rays as a beacon in the clear sky.signpost guiding lightSee examples of synonyms 6 (noun) in the sense modelDefinitionsomething that can be used to measure something or to help plan their actionsCheck list serves as a guide to students, teachers and parents. Synonyms model the Chinese
model of economic reform example This piece is a perfect example of symphonic construction. standard systems that were by later standards absurd primitive ideal ideal beauty in that time master her mission to meet her spiritual master inspiration She was very impressive and a great inspiration to
everyone. paradigm He was the paradigm of the self-made man. lodestar She was the only lodestar of his life. See examples for synonyms 1 (verb) in the sense of leadDefinitionto lead the way of (tourists or travelers)She took the confused man in the arm and guided him out. Synonyms leader He brought
him into the house. directly A guard directed them to the right. escort I escorted him to the door. behavior He asked if he could lead us to the ball. Pilot Local Fishermen Boats. follow Ken agreed to accompany me on a trip to Africa. Steer Nick steered them into the nearest seats. shepherd She was hired
by her guards up the rear ramp of the plane. Convoy he ordered the combined fleet of convoy troops to Naples. usher They were quickly ushered away.show the waySee examples for synonyms 2 (verbs) in the sense of steeringDefinitionto control the movement or the course of She guided the plane down
the runway and took off. Synonyms control What is it like to control a ship of this size? control He now controls the largest retail development empire in southern California. You shouldn't let others control you. manage her daughter could not manage the horse. directly She will lead the day-to-day
operations. a report said that the aircraft would be difficult to handle. Commander the French general who commands the UN troops in the region maneuver We tried to maneuver the canoe closer to him. See examples of synonyms 3 (verbs) in the sense of monitoringDefinitionto influence (a person) in his
or her actions or opinionsHe should have let his instinct guide him. Synonyms monitored And trained more than 400 volunteers. train We train them in masonry and other building techniques. to control the feudal lord who ruled this country teaches a program to teach educational skills she taught me to
read. affect What you eat can affect your risk of getting cancer. advice He advises university graduates on money matters. my counselors advised me not to do anything. control They go to the polls on Friday to elect the people they want to govern their country. She was educated at a local school.
regulate a powerful body to regulate the stock market instructing He instructs family members in nursing techniques. supervising Get a surveyor to monitor and inspect the various stages of work. sway Never be influenced by fashion. superintend During the interval, he super intended a prize draw. See
examples of synonyms Copyright © 2016 by HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved. Further synonymous feeling of followingDefinitionto go with (someone)Ken agreed to accompany me on a trip to Africa.Synonymsgo with, hold (someone's) hand, chaperonin feeling of adviceHe advises university
graduates on money matters. Synonymsgive guidance, give tips, offer suggestions, provide counseling, give opinionsin the feeling of companionDefinitiona person who assists, guides, or provides a serviceHe worked as a parking attendant. Synonymsconcierge, chaperon, flunky Contexts ▼▲ A person
escorting or showing the way to others A person who guides tourists in a given place or destination A person who advises others, especially when it comes to behavior or belief An object, usually a landmark, that acts as a directional tool A piece of information that can help in a survey A role model or
someone who has the characteristics of a mentor A plan , or set of actions suggested or used to resolve problem A person who helps, helps, or provides a service A written or printed work consisting of pages bound together A highly regarded teacher or leader A person navigating a ship, plane, etc. or
traveling the wording on a map or diagram explaining the symbols used A leader or person in authority A person who protects someone or something A person who has a highly developed intellect To direct or influence the behavior or development of Giving advice or recommendations to instruct or teach,
especially moral or intellectually To regulate the speed or amount of anything given or administered To direct the attention of someone to direct to a particular direction , end or object To move (something or itself) slowly and carefully To have great influence on, or determine the nature of Operating and
controlling the direction and speed of a motor vehicle To designate a date earlier than the actual Moving one's hand as a signal To lead or meeting in a certain direction To take care of or look for Stipulate action to be taken To make it clear or understandable ... more ▼ ▲ A person who escorts or shows
the way to others I offered a substantial sum to one of the villagers to go with us and act as our guide through the mountains. A person who guides tourists at a given place or destination The tour guide helpfully tells tourists that the sculptures were brought to London for storage. Something, usually a book,
that explains the basics of a subject or that gives directions She studied a pocket guide in Washington. A person who advises others, especially in matters of behavior or belief She felt the need for a spiritual guide or guru to put her life in perspective. One thing that helps someone to form an opinion or
make a decision or calculation This book on philosophy is very useful as a guide to making decisions. An object, usually a landmark, that acts as a directional tool Use the high building in the middle of the city as a guide to your current location. A piece of information that can help in a survey A role model
or someone who has the characteristics of a mentor Authoritative book A plan, or a set of actions suggested or used to solve a problem A person who assists, guides or provides a service A written or printed work consisting of pages bound together A highly regarded teacher or leader A person navigating
a ship , fly, etc An authoritative order An anchored flow that acts as a navigation mark, to display reefs or other hazards, or for mooring Something or someone that provides help with a task One that explores unndevious regions Stencil or cutout A structure that or supplements something else A
diagrammatic representation of an area of land or sea showing physical characteristics, cities, roads, etc A sheet or booklet that provides details of items or performers at an event or performance An organized or alphabetical list of things or items Someone who observes a process or activity to check that
it is performed fairly or correctly Something that provides a means to understand or achieve something A document , usually a book, which explains the basic facts of a particular topic Documentation provided with computer software Head of institution A travel document that records a route or travel A
translation of a text for use by students, especially in a surreptitious way the wording of a map or diagram explaining the symbols used A leader or person in authority A person who provides financial or other support to a person , organization or cause A collection of concise but detailed information about a
particular subject, especially in a book or other publication A soldier or other person sent out in front of a main force to gather information about an enemy A light or other visible object that acts as a signal, warning or guide at sea, at an airport, etc A person interpreting , especially one that translates
speech orally or to sign language A person who protects someone or something A person who has a highly developed intellect To lead or influence the behavior or development of It is also still the question of what principles should guide recent global development. To show someone how this great
building is a great maze, but luckily for you, I'm here to guide you. Giving advice or recommendations to you guide youth through their critical years. To instruct or teach, especially morally or intellectually To regulate the speed or amount of anything given or administered To determine or dictate To direct



the attention of someone to Direct to a particular direction, end or object To move (something or itself) slowly and carefully To have great influence on, or determine the nature of Operating and controlling the direction and speed of a motor vehicle To designate a date earlier than the actual Do social
acquaintance To move his hand as a signal To lead or meet in a certain direction To take care of or take care of To limit or limit the Fix measures to be taken To make it clear or understandable
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